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Introduction: Resource Allocation
● There is a need to design fair, efficient, and incentive-compatible mechanisms 

for resource allocation in shared computer systems 

● (Weighted) max-min fairness is popular and has been implemented by many 
algorithms
○ Round-robin [], proportional resource sharing, weighted fair queueing

● Applied in various domains
○ Link bandwidth 

○ CPU [Caprita et al, 2005; Stoica et al, 1996; Waldspurger, 1995]

○ Memory [Agrawala and Bryant, 1975; Waldspurger, 1995]

○ Storage [Axboe, 2004]

● Better allocation mechanisms can have wide-ranging impact



“At the risk of sounding melodramatic, we believe that resource allocation in computing 
systems is one of the most important and real challenges at the intersection of economics and 

computer science today” 

[Parkes et al, 2012]





Introduction: Multi-Resource Allocation
● How do we allocate resources when there are multiple types and agents have 

heterogeneous demands? 

● We would like to satisfy criteria: 
○ Sharing incentives

○ Strategy proofness

○ Pareto efficiency 

○ Envy-freeness

● Would also appreciate: 
○ Single-resource fairness

○ Bottleneck fairness

○ Population monotonicity 

○ Resource monotonicity 



Motivation 
● There’s a need for allocation mechanisms for multiple types of resources with 

heterogeneous user demands 

● Clear need with ubiquity of cloud computing and multi-core processors

● The problem is a generalization of an old one (single resource allocation via 
max-min fairness) with clear need and application domains 

● Progress towards this has not kept up with demand
○ Solutions ignore heterogeneity of preferences 

● Theoretical appeal, finding a mechanism satisfying those properties would be a 
“significant step forward” [Parkes et al., 2012]



Related Work 
● There has been a lot of work on single resource allocation: 

○ CPU [Barauah et al, 1995; Barauah et al, 1996; Zhu et al, 2003]

○ Bandwidth [Blanquer et al, 1992; Kleinberg et al, 2001; Liu et al, 2003]

● For multi-resource settings

○ Current fair schedulers for clusters allocate resources at the granularity of slots 

■ Hadoop Fair Scheduler [Hadoop Capacity Scheduler; Hadoop Fair Scheduler; Zaharia et 

al., 2010]

■ Ignores heterogeneity (different jobs on clusters can have widely different demands for 

CPU, memory, and I/O resources), leading to inefficiency

■ Cannot always match the resource allocation with the tasks’ demands



Related Work 



Related Work: EconCS 
● Fair division/allocation is a popular area in the EconCS community 

● Entire books are dedicated including [Moulin, 2004; Young 1994]

● CEEI is a popular method of fair division [Varian, 1974]

● Each user received 1/n of every resource, then each user trades her resources 
with other users in a perfectly competitive market (given via the Nash 
bargaining solution, which maximizes the product of utilities) 

● CEEI is envy-free and Pareto efficient 

● Cannot be implemented without use of payments in a strategy proof manner  



Related Work: CEEI & Asset Fairness



Technical Contribution: DRF Algorithm
● n users and m types of resources

● Each user runs individual tasks and each task has demand vector of size m 

● Want to compute share of each resource to each user satisfying fairness, 
efficiency, and incentive-compatibility 

● Propose DRF Algorithm: 
○ Satisfies four properties (sharing incentive, strategy proof, envy-free, Pareto efficient) 

○ Satisfies some of the nice-to-have properties (reduce to single resource fairness, population 

monotonicity, bottleneck fairness) 

● Dominant share: maximum among all shares of a user. Resource corresponding 
to this is called dominant resource. 



DRF Algorithm 



DRF Algorithm: Example
● Suppose you have a system with 9 CPUs and 18GB RAM
● Suppose you have two users, A with demand vector (1, 4) and B with demand 

vector (3, 1)
● A consumes 1/9 of total CPU and 2/9th of total memory, so A’s dominant 

resource is memory 
● B consumes 1/3 of total CPU and 1/18th of total memory, so B’s dominant 

resource is CPU
● DRF wants to equalize A’s memory share with B’s CPU share 
● Allocation is (3, 12) for A and (6, 2) for B, where A gets 2/3 of memory and B 

gets the same fraction of CPU



DRF Algorithm: Properties 
● Main idea: use dominant resource/share to reduce complexity of problem 

● Seems to be only mechanism satisfying the four conditions in this setting 
a. Strategy proofness and Pareto efficiency are easy to motivate 

b. Is envy-freeness necessary? 

● Weighted case is only slight generalization 

● Overall, clear contribution to state-of-the-art as a result and good performance 
guarantees 



Technical Contribution: Experimental 
Compare DRF against slot-level fair sharing and CPU-only fair sharing



Technical Contribution: Simulations 
● Simulations using Facebook traces 



Drawbacks 
● Underlying assumption is that agents want resources in fixed proportions 

(Leontief preferences) 

● What if that is not the case? 

● We assume that both resources and tasks are not divisible. 

● What if that is not the case? (i.e., we require minimum amount of a certain 
resource before the valuation function kicks in) 

● Parkes et al. point out that the social welfare (sum of utilities of agents) under 
DRF is a huge concern 



Drawbacks 
● On the plus side, many of these questions are answered in [Parkes et al., 2012]

● Some negative results: 
○ envy-freeness and Pareto efficiency are incompatible

○ even a relaxation of envy-freeness and Pareto efficiency together are incompatible with strategy 

proofness

○ Low social welfare if a necessary evil if we want even one of sharing incentives, envy-freeness 

and strategy proofness 

● Some positive results: 
○ generalize the setting to non-Leontief preferences, indivisible items

○ Give a mechanism satisfying Pareto efficiency, sharing incentives, and relaxation of 

envy-freeness



Future Work: Outstanding Questions 

● They suggest several interesting directions for future work. I will mention some 
of these and elaborate on one in particular: 

● Use of DRF as an operating system scheduler

● Consider additional constraints: namely tasks have placement constraints such 
as machine preferences

○ Might be handy for multi-core machines

● Minimize resource fragmentation without compromising fairness in cluster 
environments with discrete tasks 



Future Work: Outstanding Questions 

● Is DRF the only possible strategy proof policy for multi-resource fairness? 

○ Envy-freeness is less justified as a property that needs to be satisfied 

○ Note they do not impose that all the resources must be allocated 

○ Exploring mechanism design literature to see what other allocation procedures are available 
could have impact in this area 

○ Holy-grail lies in collaboration between mechanism design and systems researchers 



Future Work: In Search of (Better) Mechanisms

● Resource allocation without payment is an interesting (and fascinating!) area of 
mechanism design 

● CEEI fairness is indeed seen as the gold-standard in many settings 

● Used in context of TCP congestion control, and is the de facto solution for 
bandwidth sharing in networking (most widely implemented solution!) 

● Unfortunately, cannot be implemented using strategy proof mechanism 
without the use of payments



Future Work: In Search of (Better) Mechanisms

● One result by [Cole et al, 2013] might especially be relevant to this setting

● They consider the same problem of allocating m divisible items between n 
agents and each agent has heterogeneous valuations between the items

● They present a mechanism where each agent gets at least 1/e of what they 
would have gotten under the CEEI solution

○ Strategy proof! 

○ Envy-free for a wide class of valuations

○ resource/population monotonicity 

○ Possibly other desirable properties as well 


